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Swtor little boss guide

A guide to selecting candidates for SWTOR HK-55 and Blizz Alliance allies, along with hidden achievements. No, no HK-55 Subscribed and eligible for the January 2016 Subscriber Award Completed to Find Findsman (Yun Dial Mission) Press N to open allied signals and pick up Arma Rasa. This will beam you to your base, but don't talk to him, and don't use the elevator nearby.
Continue to the prototype test lab using the elevator, Talk to HK-55 Use Target Range Console (see achievements you can get for this below). Evaluation scenario 1 objectives: 0/3 Assessment scenario 2 objectives: 0/4 Assessment scenario 3 objectives: 0/6 rating scenario 4 target: 0/1 rating scenario 5 objectives: 0/2 using target range console to perform rewards: Alien
Research C Ret restored HK-55 customization 10 General Data Crystals Legendary Rank 6 Military Gear Companion Gift restored HK-55 Companion customization (differences are quite minor) Achievements There are two achievements related to the recruitment of the HK-55 mission. A By evaluation – 20 pts Rated eight or more optional goals during the HK-55 configuration
exercise process. Which choice you choose (or attack or disable, it doesn't matter). You get the achievement appear when you finish the recruitment mission. If you've already finished dialing, you're going to have to do it to another character. 1. Chemical barrel 2. Artistic décor (there are two, destroy one will work) 3. - Ammunition four. Laboratory equipment 5. Explosive barrel 6.
Target 7:00. The target of HK-55 is 8. Speeder in target range. Hidden achievement: Simulated Meatbag - 20 pts It's a hidden achievement. You must be terminated by HK-55 for educational purposes. To do this, you will need to find another player who is also in the configuration phase of the HK-55 recruitment mission. Enter their copy and have their HK-55 purpose and
terminate you for achievement. Special thanks to Futashi and Theophilus of Ebon Hawk for inventing it. This achievement gives you the inherited title: Simulated Meatbag Blizz Complete Chapter X of History Completed to Find Find (Yun Recruitment Mission) 1. Collect a rescue for Blizz until you reach influence rank 10 with him (the bounty hunter may miss it if they are already on
impact 10) Rescue hike can be found in the ship Cemetery. You will need 20 to reach the 10th influence with them (each rescue saviour gives 500 influences). Rescue hikes are located only in the circle of the spacecraft in the cemetery, and they are called only rescue. Stay out of all the rescue and other things in the area. All life belts look the same and are thrown in fixed places.
They will chew shortly after the player has collected them. I have recorded a map of their locations (not all of them from If there are too many people in the area, you can only take advantage of camping. Any rescue 1-3 rescue parts you need to give to Blizz. It seems to be a few minutes. Otherwise having fun becomes blind while trying to search for gray objects in a bright white
background. Rescue operations can be found in the Mission Elements section. Delivery of items to four collaborators There are two hidden achievements to correctly guess the name of each contributor and give them elements. So do not screw this part or you will have to do it to another hero. Achievements are displayed after you finish dialing Blizz. If you don't see the
collaborators, they're going to have to log in again. First collaborator: Preeti He'll congratulate you with You Must Be a Strange Man Blizz always talking about the ear. Give Vibro-ear a second collaborator: Nu'na He'll greet you with H-h-hey! Give socks third collaborator: Dakk'ik He will greet you with a sigh* Hi... Buzz says someone's coming. Guess it's you. Give smurf machine
fourth collaborator: R'bik He will congratulate you with Freeze! Or you'il be cold forever! You're the stranger Buzz's coming to, aren't you? Give me a Torch 3 laser. Meet Slyze near rival Ugnaught Banda has an achievement in killing all Ugnaught in the cave, so be sure to spare anyone. Winter's Bonus Mission of Their Discontent tracks this achievement, so make sure to kill all 9
groups. Achievements The Mission Department has already discussed them, so I'm not going to go into much detail here. Winter of Their Discontent - 5 Pts Hidden Achievement - A Jawa by any other name - 5 Pts Hidden Achievement - Very Ado for some things - 5 pts Depending on your choice you can create your Union. Play story chapters, meet, dial or lose following the main
characters. Some of you follow automatically, others are more demanding, probably even leave you when they disagree with your decisions. Some will betray you and leave the Alliance. After completing Chapter 16, you can call with Scorpio, Sanya and Koth from the assistant locator terminal. Darth Marr (Chapter 1, dies and will not be available in the meantime ...) Lana Benico
(Chaper 3) T7-01 (Chaper 3) Kot Vortena (Chapter 3, may leave the Alliance in Chapter 10 and 16) HK-55 (Chapter 4, returns for subscribers with Chapter 10) Sanya Tyral (Chapter 5, will leave the Alliance in Chapter 16) A scorpion, aka the Lady of Sorrows (Chapter 7 , will betray you and leave the Alliance in Chapter 15) Theron Shan (Chapter 9) Callio Dyannis, aka TheFighter
(Chapter 10), may be indused or killed in Chapter 13 if you do not allow to help Horgan at the end of Chapter 12) Arik Horgan (Chapter 11, can be expelled or killed in Chapter 13 – if you do not allow to help Kalio the end of Chapter 12) Gault Rennow (Chapter 13) Vette (Chapter 13) Torian Cadera (Chapter 14) Alliance Specialists They are part of the story in Chapter 9. It will be
hire them by fulfilling this chapter. Hiring them is the requirement for most of the following mission signals. Juvard Illip Oggurobb Beywan Beywan Aygo Hylo Wiz Sana-Rae Tasks: Head of the Alliance Military Cabinet Talk to Dr. Ogurob Accept the search To find a find Conversation with other Alliance specialists, Beywan Aygo, Hylo Visz and Sana-Rae Influence &amp;: The
influence with these attendants does not work with the usual gifts for a companion. You'll gain influence with special locked delivery packs also available on the Odessen market in Silas Fleetfire for Common Data Crystals. Each supply room will win you 500 influences. Beywan Aygo - Military Equipment Hylo Visz – Smuggling Goods Juvard Ilyp Ogourov - Alien Research Sana-
Rae - Ancient artifacts ship droids Even your ship droids can be a useful part of your alliance. Regardless of your following mission signals, you are able to recruit the 2V-R8 and C2-N2 droids as soon as Chapter 8 is completed. Ship's Droid 2V-R8 No Mission, No Warning Rewards: This search is rewarded with one locked crate delivery, 10 General &amp;5 Glowing Data Crystals
and 1 Legendary Gift. Requirement: Fill in Chapter 8 Tasks: Find 2V-R8 on the Odessen market. Talk to him and hire him with some light or dark side conversation options. Ship's Droid C2-N2 Mission: Comfort Rewards: The initial search (conversation with C2-N2) is rewarded with one locked delivery stack, 10 General &amp;5 Glowing Data Crystals and 1 legendary gift. (No
matter if your choice was correct) To complete the search, you must choose the right amenities for each Alliance specialist. This mission is rewarded with 500 influences for each allied specialist and 2500 with C2-N2. Requirement: Full Chapter 8 Tasks: Visit the Alliance Market on Odessen and talk to C2-N2 Choose the right supply for each Union specialist modified food
processor, to Admiral Aigo intolerable food at Hylo Visz Alderian Nectar to Dr.Oggurobb Extra seat cushions to San-Rai Head back to Alliance Headquarters and ask Alliance specialists if they are satisfied with their comfort improvements Relay Status report for C2-N2 (If you choose is incorrect , you can try again, but you need to do all the talking again... ) Achievement The power
of comfort Completing an ongoing comfort weekly mission 10 times gives you the title Comfort Enthusiast + 20 Cartel Coins. This weekly mission gives you 500 influences for each union of specialists and 2500 with C2-N2 To unlock this mission conversation with C2-N2 again and donate the following supplies: 4x Adaptive Circuitry 8x Farium 8x Molytex 8x Metamorphic Cell
Culture 8x Anodyne Extract 6x Biocell Memory Core 8x Ruusan Crystal To expand your Alliance you need to do a lot of dialing missions. Your alliance specialists will warn you about the of these missions. One of them, a scholar of Hutts of Hutts Dr. Ogurob will give you the first signal mission to find a find to recruit Yuun. Performing this task will unlock all subsequent signals
(except subscriber recruitment missions). Yuun Mission Warning: To find find rewards: Recruiting Yun will unlock most of the other recruitment notifications. This adventure is rewarded with one Locked Supply Crate, 10 Common &amp;5 Glowing Data Crystals, a legendary gift of choice and influence gains with Oggurobb and Yuun. Requirement: Finish the conversation with
Juvard Illip Ogurob in Chapter 9. Tasks: Travel with your spacecraft in Zakuul Find and talk to Yuun Recover First Component Recover Second component Recovery of the third component Recovery of the third component return to the report of Oggurobb Major Pierce (Imp exclusive) / M1-4X (exclusive rep) mission Alters: Forgotten Trophy/Boom Armor Vocoder for Freedom
Awards: 1 Locked Delivery Man, 10 General &amp;5 Illuminated Data Crystals, 1000 Warzone's namestone, a legendary gift for selecting and influencing profits with Major Pierce/M1-4X. Requirement: Full Chapter 9, complete to find findman bypass dial: If you are sith Warrior/Trooper Major Pierce/M1-4x will join immediately without requirement. Impact: Upon completing this
mission, you gain 250 influences for each lost war match, 500 for victory and 2,500 for PVP per week. Even if Pierce/M1-4X is not your active companion. Tasks: Talk to Major Pierce/M1-4X of Dorundan Kaas/Coruscant. If you have a 40th-ranked Valor, you can talk to them immediately and hire them on site. or requires participation in 20 war zones If you meet the PvP or Valor
requirement, M1-4x/Major Pierce will join you as rank 10 satellite Xalek Mission Alert: Death Before Dishonor Rewards: 1 Locked Supply Box, 10 Common &amp;5 Glowing Data Crystals, a legendary gift of choice and profit influence with Xalek if you don't kill it ;) Requirement: Fill in Chapter 9, fill in to find findsman 3 Options: You can choose to rent, deprive or kill Xalex, although
it will appear in your union window. Tasks: Find and talk to Ilum's Miner Foreman Follow the chess points 16 Investigation Chess 16 - you'll find Camp Holocomm in one of the tents. Saving Anna within shaft 12 investigates shaft 12 input (interaction with the entrance to the collapsed shaft can be difficult, Try close position, or relog) Report to Mining Foreman Talk with Xalek
Return to Salek-Glowing Data Crystals, a legendary gift and gain influence with Talos Drellik. Requirement: Fill in Chapter 9, fill in to find a recruitment find: If you are a syit Inquisitor, Talos Drellik will join you correctly without requirement. Tasks: Talk to Yavin 4's Alos Drelik and just follow your map to recover artifacts Recovering artifacts from site 1 Recover artifacts from site 2
Recovering artifacts from site 3 Recovering artifacts from site 4 Recovery artifacts from site 5 Return to Alos Nico Okarr Mission Alter: Mixological Profiling Rewards: It's with a locked reward of 1 , 10 General &amp;5 Glowing Data Crystals, a legendary gift and influence gains with Nico Okarr. Requirement: Fill in Chapter 9 to find a find - selected before 4.0 Instant Dial: You can get
Nico Okarr immediately using the encrypted Holocommunicator you have by mail. But I wouldn't recommend it. It only takes a few minutes and you will get the opportunity to test Nico's stomach. If you don't care about the achievement or already get it to another character, feel free to use it. The hidden achievement Delayed Recruiting Nico of course, without using encrypted
holocommunication tasks: Find and talk to Nico Okam of Zakuul Mix a drink for Nico Okar, regardless of what you've chosen three ingredients, Nico Okarr will tell you not to forget the small umbrella. This is crucial and you want to make sure you click on the small umbrella near the end of a bar bench inside a glass. You won't get a notification. Once you have interacted with a
small umbrella, interact with the drink mixer to mix a drink and a small umbrella will be automatically placed in his drink. 1 Locked supply stack, 10 General &amp;5 glowing data crystals, a legendary gift and influence gains with Qyzen and Beywan Aygo. Requirement: Fill in Chapter 9, fill in to find a recruitment find: If you are a consul, Qyzen will join you immediately without the
need. Tasks: Talk to Hoth's Qyzen Fess reaching rank 10 influence with Qyzen Fess (from hunting creatures worthy of Jagannath and bring their trophies or kill world bosses) When you have reached rank 10, Qyzen will join you Journey back to Beywan Agyo Creatures Worthy of Jagannath (Each trophy gives you 500 influence -makes 20 trophies to reach rank 10) The next map
shows my preferred route (takes about 1 hour) : Start from the front bunker and check the 5 places (spawning points vary a little). When you beat Doini Jagnath in 5th position, go back to the first. Depending on the speed, you have about 5 minutes, while the first one will grow. If you are bored or cold kill 100 Untamed Tauntauns for planetary achievement Smells bad outside
Whiterock Waste, on the western mountains and northern drifts (-3425, -940) (-3206, -1720) (-2477, -1476) Icefall plains, in drifts along the west and south (-2541 1951) (-2388, 1971) (-2018, 1944) (-1607, 1822) (-1313, 1750) High-jump ridge, Наклони (-1030, 561) (-858, 697) (-817, 371) (-742, 604) (-709, 353) (-770, 620) (-1846, –1111) Космическият гробищен кораб (2021,
650) (2807, 552) (2544, – 578) Световни босове (всеки световен бос брои само веднъж и дава 3500 влияние) Батдроид R4-GL (НарШаа) Dreadtooth (Белзави 1. 1000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000
0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 (Dross) Nightmare Pilgrim (Voss) The Primal Destroyer (Belavissja Trapw ( Tтатооан) Ulgo Siege of Uldebraic (Alderaan) Dr. Lokin Mission Warning: Courtesy Old Monster Rewards: 1 Locked Supply Crate, 10 General &amp;5 Glowing Data Crystals,
a Legendary Gift and Gains Influence with Lokin, Beivan Ago and Oggurobb. Requirement: Fill in Chapter 9, fill in to find a find and Rakghoul Event must be active 2 Options: You can choose to rent it or reject it, however it will appear in your union window. Tasks: Find and talk to Eckard Lokin Bring supplies, until it reaches an influence level of 10 (= 10,000 Influence) – Jaw pieces
can be useful 24 x Anodyne extract = 300 influence 24x Metamorphic Cell Culture = 300 influence 300 influence 300 Hemostatic Gel = 300 influence 12x Autoimmune Regulators = 300 influence 1 x Exotic Plague sample = 500 influence 1x Barnacles of the Eye = 4000 influence (can only be converted once) Once you reach influence rank 10 , he will ask you to head to the Raqqa
tunnels, which is only active during the Racoul event... You need to deploy four probes located in the tunnels. Search tracking will show all locations on your map. Then head to Sarlak the bread of Tatooine, the northern part of the Dune Sea. Once you have deployed the probe, collect the sample. Relog will solve most of the problems if what does not appear or works. (there is a
record of a code for approaching the pit and if you jump into the title food for worms) Go back to Odesen and talk to Dr. Ogurov achievement Under and beyond Requires non-agent character. Give Dr. Lokin Barnacle to the eye as you try to get a 10k influence with it. This falls from the operation of the head of No Eyes in the tunnels of Raquel. Hidden achievement Here you are!
Recruiting Dr. Lokin will unlock a secret search and achievement. After recruiting Eckard Lokin, he stands near the console in the Military Hangar near Admiral Aigo. There you will find the Meat Snack Box tranche on the console right in front of it. Clicking will give you the temporary ability to throw Thranta Snack. The next step is finding Hidden People. Snorting is a racol. Just
raise your head to the pipes above you and you'il find it up there somewhere. Placing friendly NPC plates can help;) 40 meters away, let's throw tranta at him. This will unlock the which in turn unlocks the daily Feeding Hidden. Feed him 10 times better. A hidden achievement, Reject, you reject Dr. Lokin's recruitment to your union. You have to attack him when you get the chance,
when you meet him at Alderson. He'il send you a raqaul and cause you a plague. Hidden achievement: Revolution! There's not a lot of information at the moment. Stay tuned. Reddit Discussion HK-55 Mission Warning: Arma Rasa Awards: This search is rewarded with restored HK-55 customization, 1 Locked Crate Delivery, 10 Common &amp; 5 Glowing Data Crystals, a
legendary gift and impact gains with HK-55. Warning: The original HK-55 data may have been lost, but its character hasn't changed at all. Requirement: Fill in Chapter 9 to find findsman &amp;gt; In a row, subject to tasks from January 11: Use elevator in Research Lab Speak to HK-55 (if it doesn't appear, abandons the mission and starts again) Use the Target Range console and
scenario assessment using the target range console to finish speech up to HK-55 Achievement Score A Through Rated Eight or More Custom Goals during the HK-55 configuration run. You can also target yourself and HK-55. Achievement I shot or not? Am I shot or not? Hidden Training Simulated Meatbag You will need to be terminated by HK-55 for educational purposes.
Group with another player on the HK-55 recruitment mission and enter your instance. Once the scenarios start, you can be selected as a target and will be terminated. This achievement gives you the legacy title Simulated Meatbag. (You don't need to engage in an active mission, you can get the achievement before you start or after completing your own HK-55 recruitment
mission) Blizz Mission Warning: Litte Boss Rewards: 1 Locked Delivery Stack, 10 General &amp;5 Glowing Data Crystals, a legendary gift of choice and influence gains with Blizz. Requirement: Fill in Chapter 10 to find findsman. Hire a bounty hunter: If you're a bounty hunter, you can skip the rescue resignation collection. Tasks: Collect a rescue for Blizz until you reach influence
rank 10 with it Delivering items to four associates Preeti needs vibro-ear Nu'na socks Dakk'ik needs sniff-machine R'bik needs laser-fertilizer Use portable Hollenetbaral, to contact BlizzKota enter the cave Blur the site with Blaze (you may need to call it out the Union window) Defeat Ugnaught Leader Give The Blizzard a return to Hyo Vis : Rescue areas can be found in the
cemetery of the spacecraft and can contain 1-3 rescue parts, each giving 500 influences. There is a chance to throw a larger Hungarian garment, which also drops for You will need 20 20 10 degree of influence with Blizz. It is not possible to give Blizz more than 20. Providing elements to four collaborators: Achievement Winter of Their Discontent (Bonus Mission) killed all the
ugnaughts in the Ugnaught Cave during the Mission Little Voss Achievement Little Boss Complete little Boss Aliance Altert Hidden Achievement A Jaw by all others Correctly guessed the name of each Jaw of the Crew of The Bloods. making mistakes The hidden achievement A lot about certain things gave each Blizz crew member the right item without making mistakes Dashade
(A'ghal Usar) Mission Alert : Prizes Resuscised Treasures Rewards: 1 Locked Supply Box, 10 General &amp;Data Crystals 5, a legendary gift for selection and influence gains with Ak'ghal Usar and Dr. Oggurobb (if not rejected). Note: Kem Val's faith has not yet been revealed, but Akal Usar is not meant to replace Kem Val! Requirement: Complete Chapter 12, complete ogurov
battle force's previous missions with knowledge. Tasks: Follow Alliance Allert and travel to Yavin 4 Collect ancient tablets from a small coffin Check narissa's notes unlocking the Artifact Secrets Find an ancient sit artifact (be sure to return satellite) Explore Harris's body for the missing artifacts and get a sit pendant Use the pendant to call the damaged Stoneray cave kill him and
rob him of the missing Sth Medallion Crystal mission items inventory and use the crystal pendant to combine it your inventory, you acknowledge that one is still missing To find the last tablet, Get out of the cave and turn left Find the Old Guardian's relickeeper award and kill Masas RelicKeeper to get Victory Head's tablet back into the cave and unlock the secrets of the sith Artifact
Use the Sith Code to place the right tablets in the slots Use Sith Artifact Sith's medaliosis Find Cormant Holocron to win 1000 Influence with Talos Drellik Find Ak'ghal Usar , the last Lord of Urcup and defeat him Reject or recruit him to return to your Union for the return of Dr. Ogurob (Use the Rapid Journey Alliance Window) Sith Medallion: + = Victory Tablet: Ancient Artef Secret:
Remember the Sith Code... Peace is a lie, there is only passion. Through passion, I gain strength. By power, I gain power. By force, I won a victory. By winning, my chains are broken. The force will set me free. 1. Slot - Passion Tablet 2. Slot – Tablet on Strang 3. Slot – Power tablet 4. Slot – Victory tablet 5. Slot – tablet from broken circuits sleeping Holocrone: Located in the
hidden cavity. To enter this place, you need to discover the Secrets of the Artifact of an ancient sit. Ak'ghal Usar rejected rejecting Ak'ghal Usar for appointment in Bowdaar Mission Warning: Fight for Freedom Rewards: 1 Locked Supply Stack, 10 Common Data Crystals, 1 Legendary or Artifact Gift, Influence with Bowdaar. Requirement: Fill in Chapter 10 to find findsman. Tasks:
Talk to Zakkul's Bowdaar talking to Doiner about the Arena (this task will not appear, if you have spoken to him before) Win Mayham battles to increase your influence to rank 10 with Bowdaar (Don't Forget Arena Mission Terminal) Return to Cantina and talk to Bowdaar and Valdos Dofine Meeting Bodaar outside the Arena Enter the Arena to practice with bowdaar defeat of send-
off droids Talk to Bowdaar over the arena again enter the arena and get in Compete with Bowdaar The defeat of gladiators speaks with Bowdaar in Cantina return in Heilo Visz Bromark Mission Warning: The Last of His Kind Rewards: 1 Locked Supply Stack, 10 General Crystals, a Legendary Gift of Choice. Requirement: Full Chapter 14 Tasks: Travel to Alderran and search for
missing diplomat investigate the autocoration site (click on speeder) Search for survivors (click on Bowcaster) Follow the Trail Talk to the Courier (relog or switch, if he does not appear at the beginning) Investigates the crash Collision Aseilant decides who should live and kill, reject or recruit Broonmark Speak to Gryyyzak or Broonmark – depending on who is a happy survivor
(except for warriors , it is not possible to save both) Return to Hylo Visz (before you return to it, you can restore the mission as often as you want to see all the possibilities) Warrior Recruitment: If you are a warrior, Bronmark will join you without fighting. Looks like it's the only way to keep both of them alive. (not sure this is intended) Hidden Achievement Broonmark rejected Reject
or kill Broonmark for recruiting in your Alliance Guss battle alert: Shining in the Dark Rewards: 1 Locked Supply Grid, 1 General Data Crystals, a legendary gift of choice. Requirement: Fill in Chapter 15, Complete previous warnings from Sana-Ray. Tasks: Travel to the location of warning Talk to Sana-Ray and Blizz Find the shiny Jedi man of Nar-Shaddaa at Star Cluster Casino
Find strength of Goose travel to the lower promenade and take the public taxi to his apartment talking to Gus's Power Master Help Guss get Tarissian Ale and roll short version: Use cheat option for long versions: Use cheat option for long versions : Use a cheat option for a long version: Gus will take you to 3 locations in the Korean sector Return to master Gus Talk with Blizz in
the apartment Find the master of Gus's strength in the Slippery Slopes Cantina talks to him and decides to hire or reject Guss.    
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